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The National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA) is currently evaluating the use of the Aquaporin 

Inside
TM

 technology to replace the multifiltration beds (MFB) ISS water recycling system (WRS). The aim of 

this upgrade is to reduce the resupply requirement for the ISS and future exploration class missions. The 

Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane from Aquaporin A/S utilizes water selective proteins, called aquaporins, to 

purify wastewater. Preliminary ground testing has demonstrated that the Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane 

possesses unique characteristics for the rejection of certain semi-volatile organics. This research has focused 

on the Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane’s ability to reduce the total organic carbon (TOC) and 

Dimethylsilanediol (DMSD) in the ISS Water Recycling System’s (WRS) condensed wastewater stream. 

Ground tests have shown that the Aquaporin Inside
TM

 hollow fiber modules have flux rates of 0.71 Liters per 

Meter-Hour (LMH) and reject total organic carbon (TOC) by 61.0 ± 2.8% and DMSD by 93.3 ± 2.8% 1. The 

subject flight tests were designed to validate this performance in microgravity. They were conducted by the 

European Space Agency (ESA) but produced data relevant to NASA’s multifiltration bed replacement 

(MFBR) project. 

This paper presents the continuation of Testing Aquaporin Inside
TM

 Membrane on the International Space 

Station, which took place on the ISS in 2015. It summarizes the results of the first in-flight testing of 

Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane modules and describes the second in-flight test. During the 22 hour 

experiment there was a transfer of water across the membrane of about 40 ml. Similar ground tests showed a 

transfer of about 60 ml. The paper presents the rejection data obtained from the first test, compare those the 

findings of the ground test and evaluate the second flight test where the focus was to investigate the effects of 

microgravity on the Forward Osmosis (FO) activity of the membrane and the water flux. 

 

Nomenclature 
 
AES = Advanced Exploration Systems 

AIM = Aquaporin InsideTM Membrane 

CP = Concentration Polarization 

DI = Deionized  

DMSD = DiMethylSilaneDiol 

FO = Forward Osmosis 

FOB = Forward Osmosis Bag 
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FY = Fiscal Year 

GMT = Greenwich Mean Time 

ISS = International Space Station 

LMH = Liters per Meter-Hour 

MFB = Multifiltration Bed 

MWA = Maintenance Work Area 

OA = Osmotic Agent 

RO = Reverse Osmosis 

RR = Recovery Ratio 

TOC = Total Organic Carbon 

UPA = Urine Processor Assembly 

WPA = Water Processor Assembly 

I. Introduction  

Aquaporins are natural proteins with excellent water permeability and solute rejection. They are used in plants 

and animal membranes to complete water separations. They have recently been used for preparing high-performance 

biomimetic membranes. The aquaporins are bound in phospholipid cellular membranes, so that water can pass 

through the biological membranes freely but ions cannot
7-9

. 

 

The Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane (AIM) has shown unique capabilities to reject certain organics contained in 

the ISS condensed wastewater
1
. Here, NASA is evaluating the use of the Aquaporin membrane for replacement of 

the ISS Water Processor Assembly (WPA) multifiltration beds. This will address contamination issues and more 

importantly will reduce the resupply requirement for the ISS WPA. 

 

On the ISS, distillate from the Urine Processor Assembly (UPA) and cabin humidity condensate from the cabin 

condensing heat exchanger are processed through a sequence of operations including degassing, filtration, 

adsorption, ion exchange and catalytic oxidation. By using adsorption and ion exchange the multifiltration beds 

contribute substantially to the ISS resupply requirement. Developing improvements to the ISS multifiltration system 

in order to reduce the usage rate of expendable media such as adsorbents and ion-exchange resins is an important 

objective to the incremental improvement of ISS systems for future exploration missions. This objective is identified 

in the fiscal year (FY) 2015 official NASA technology development Road Map (TA6). 
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II. Background 
 NASA has tested Aquaporin membranes for the rejection of total organic carbon (TOC) in ISS condensate. This 

testing was originally completed in FY 14 and was then investigated in more depth in FY 15 and 16
1,3

. The most 

recent test was based on a simplified ISS condensate model developed by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). 

The target total organic carbon (TOC) concentration for the humidity condensate ersatz was approximately 57 ppm 

and the target specific conductance was approximately 170 μmhos/cm. A summary of the results of the NASA 

testing is provided in Table 1. The Aquaporin membrane module used for testing is shown in Figure 1 and the test 

configuration is shown in Figure 2.  

  
Table 1: Results of Aquaporin membrane module testing

1
. 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Aquaporin Inside

TM
 Membrane hollow fiber module in the multifiltration bed 

replacement testing configuration. System was tested in reverse osmosis mode where feed is 

pressurized to 20 psi and both product ports are connected together. 
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Figure 2. Multifiltration bed replacement testing apparatus flow diagram. 

 
The results of this testing indicated that the Aquaporin Inside

TM
 Membrane (AIM) has the ability to reject 

organics in the ISS condensate more than the targeted 50%. This makes it a viable candidate for the replacement of 

the ISS multifiltration beds. As a result, the NASA Advanced Exploration Systems (AES) program initiated a test to 

evaluate the Aquaporin technology for the replacement of these beds on ISS. The AES work will verify performance 

using simulated wastewater then, if warranted, will develop a flight system to test on ISS. 

 

The first part of this paper will introduce the analytical results of the rejection of compounds contained in the ISS 

wastewater obtained in the first flight test described in
2
. The return of samples from this experiment was delayed by 

several months and thus could not be presented at the 46th ICES. This first in-flight test was conducted to verify the 

microgravity performance of the membranes and test it with actual ISS condensed wastewater. Its purpose was to 

verify the results obtained in the ground tests described in Ref. 1. It investigated two factors that are critical for 

evaluation of the applicability and design of a membrane-based replacement of the ISS multifiltration beds: 

 
Water Flux Rate in Microgravity: Previous studies of FO membranes in space have shown reduced flux rates 

in microgravity
4
. This reduction in performance has been attributed to the effect of concentration polarization 

(CP). CP results in the build-up of concentration gradients of contaminants and pure water, and leads to a 

reduction in water flux across membranes. On the ground, CP is reduced by nano-scale buoyancy-driven 

mixing. In space, buoyancy-driven mixing does not occur and all mixing occurs do to brownian motion, which 

is about 100 times less effective than buoyancy-driven mixing. Previous microgravity testing of FO membranes 

by NASA has shown a reduction in flux of up to 50%
4
.  

 
Contaminate Rejection in Microgravity: Validating that the AIM can treat ISS wastewater requires that the 

organic rejection be tested in microgravity with real ISS condensate wastewater. Microgravity effects, such as 

CP, can impact contaminate rejection by increasing the level of contaminates at the membrane surface. Previous 

testing in microgravity with FO membranes has shown that inorganic rejections are comparable to the ground 

but no organic testing has been completed
4
. Previous ground testing using ISS returned humidity condensate 

from ISS demonstrated that the Aquaporin membrane reduced TOC levels to acceptable levels
1
 but no TOC 

rejection testing in microgravity has ever been completed.  

 

Goals of Flight Experiment: 

a) Demonstrate treatment of actual ISS wastewater with the AIM in Space (first flight experiment)
2
 

b) Demonstrate the function of an Aquaporin Inside
TM

 Membrane (AIM) test apparatus in Space (second 

flight experiment) 

c) Investigate concentration polarization effect on TOC rejection and flux (second flight experiment) 
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III. Materials and Methods  

The flight system was composed of the main components shown in Figure 3. The tests systems include 3-way 

valves, plastic tubing, tube clamps, integral luer locks, plastic strips and Parafilm. The AIM, bags and tubes were 

filled with Milli-Q water and sodium chloride from ground to avoid air bubbles. The AIM module consists of hollow 

fiber membranes that were coated on the lumen side with the Aquaporin Inside
TM

 technology. The modules consist 

of 107 fibers that form an active layer surface of 116 cm2.  

 

 
Figure 3. Osmotic driven setup 

 
The feed solution was composed of Milli-Q Type 1 reagent-grade water, and the Osmotic Agent (OA) consisted of 

Milli-Q Type 1 reagent-grade water with 250 g/L of sodium-chloride. 

 

 The test was to be performed with three identical test systems to ensure comparability and exclude possible 

outliers. Prior to the test, the Glove Bag from the Wet Lab Kit had to be set up on the Port MWA in Node 2 also 

known as the Harmony module on the ISS. This was done to due to crew safety concerns and to fulfill the 

requirement of secondary containment of the sodium chloride solution, in the event that one the test systems were 

leaking. The three test systems were each stored in a ziplock bag. Each ziplock bag was then stored in an enhanced 

ziplock bag which also contained an absorbent pad capable of absorbing more than twice the amount of water in the 

test systems. The actual experiment timeline from the 15th and 16th of December 2016 is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Extract from the actual timeline 

 
During the experiment, the Crew member had to do the following actions: 

 
1. Setup Glove Bag (for crew safety) on MWA (Express Rack was an option if MWA was unavailable). 

2. Open Draw Bag Valve and open Mixing Valve. 

3. Draw sodium chloride solution from the Draw Bag into the shell side of the module using the syringe 

(Figure 5). 

4. Close Mixing Valve and open Feed Bag Valve. 

5. Note the start time. 

6. Wait for approx. 2 hours and measure volume in Feed Bag and Draw Bag (Vol 1). 

7. Wait for approx. 2 more hours and measure volume in Feed Bag and Draw Bag (Vol 2). 

8. Wait for approx. 2 more hours and measure volume in Feed Bag and Draw Bag (Vol 3). 

9. Wait until next day and measure volume in Feed Bag and Draw Bag (Vol 4). 

10. Pack up the test hardware and tear down the Glove Bag. 

 
The volume measurements were done by closing the respective valves and “roll” the bags from the bottom end 

towards the opening end and record the volume indicators on the side of the bags. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Sodium chloride/Milli-Q content. Left: During transportation and stowage. Right: During 

experiment (after performing step 3 from above procedure). 
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IV. Results  

In-flight test 1 

 Table 2 shows the analysis of the samples from one of the membrane filtration tests performed during the first 

in-flight test. Here, we isolated the two most interesting compounds from the ISS wastewater – DMSD and TOC. 

These two compounds were chosen since they can be directly compared to the results obtained during ground testing 

described in Ref. 1. 

 
Table 2. Analysis of filtration samples obtained during in-flight test 1 membrane filtration as described in 

Ref. 2; here we show one example of the two most interesting compounds of the ISS wastewater. 

Sample transported Volume TOC DMSD 

 
[g] mg/L mg/L 

ISS-WPA (feed) 
 

92.9 11.36 

ISS-Product 171E (draw) 160 43.3 2.56 

 
In-flight test 2 

 Early in the procedure, the crew was instructed to visually inspect each test system for leaks before continuing 

with the experiment. Unfortunately, two of the three test systems had a leak and were excluded from the rest of the 

experiment. Therefore only test result from one test system is presented in this paper. 

 
 The expected outcome of the experiment was to see the Feed Bag volume decrease, the Draw Bag volume 

increase and a decrease of flux over time. The volume transferred during the 21 hour period was approximately 40 

mL. The volume is extracted from the raw data provided by the crew member. Table 3 shows the raw data from the 

experiment. Some assumptions had to be made in order to provide useful data (Table 4). 

 
Table 3. Raw data from the flight experiment. 

  Volume, Draw [ml]   Volume, Feed [ml] 

Time Vol1 Vol2 Vol3 Vol4 Time Vol1 Vol2 Vol3 Vol4 

10:03 200       10:03 100       

13:15 200       13:17 115       

13:15 190       13:17 160       

15:16   200     15:16   150     

17:15     215   17:17     130   

07:42       225 07:43       115 

 
It is suspected that the recorded time of the first volume measurement is a typo or a mix-up between ISS time and 

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) since the local GMT +1 time was 11:03. At 13:15 and 13:17 two measurements were 

recorded and it is uncertain which measurement is the valid one. Furthermore, the measurement at 13:15 and 13:17 

for both the Draw Bag and the Feed Bag seems to indicate that there had been a misreading of the volumes. For the 

adjusted values it is chosen to use the Volumes 190 ml and 160 ml respectively as the new zero points. The volume 

differences from Table 3 are used to estimate the volumes in Table 4 

 
Table 4. Adjusted data from the flight experiment. 

Time from 
start Time 

Volume, Draw 
[ml] Diff [ml] 

Time from 
start Time 

Volume, Feed 
[ml] Diff [ml] 

00:00 11:03 200 0 00:00 11:03 100 0 

02:12 13:15 200 0 02:14 13:17 100 0 

04:13 15:16 210 10 04:13 15:16 90 -10 

06:12 17:15 225 15 06:14 17:17 70 -20 

20:39 07:42 235 10 20:40 07:43 55 -15 

Total       35         -45 

 The test kit including the samples was returned to ground for chemical analysis on the SpX-10 vehicle in March 

2017. After return of the samples, they will be analyzed for chemical composition and ground tests will be 

performed for comparison. In addition, it will be investigated why the two test systems were leaking.  
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V. Discussion 

The goals of this flight experiment were 

a) Demonstrate treatment of actual ISS wastewater with the AIM in Space (first flight experiment)
2
 

b) Demonstrate the function of an Aquaporin Inside TM Membrane (AIM) test apparatus in Space 

(second flight experiment) 

c) Investigate concentration polarization effect on TOC rejection and flux (second flight experiment) 

 
Demonstrate treatment of actual ISS wastewater with the AIM in Space (first flight experiment) 

 As already mentioned earlier, the samples from the first in-flight test as described in Ref. 2 were heavily delayed 

and thus analysis of the samples was questionable. The samples were stored under ambient temperature on the ISS 

for several months without the addition of any preservative or bacterial growth inhibitor. Although no visual 

contamination of the samples could be observed after their return, an influence of the prolonged storage on the 

sample cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the analysis should be done qualitatively and not quantitatively. As shown in 

Table 2 we do achieve water flux and a reduction of TOC and DMSD. However, all three filtration tests showed 

different results which cannot solely be attributed to the membrane.  

 
Demonstrate the function of an Aquaporin Inside TM Membrane (AIM) test apparatus in Space 

Similar to the first in-flight experiment, also the second test was successful in regards to producing water flux.  

During the 21 hour period approximately 40 ml were transferred across the membrane. Ground tests have shown 

approximately 60 ml of transfer across the membrane in a similar test system.  

 
Investigate concentration polarization effect on TOC rejection and flux 

This investigation of the concentration polarization phenomenon can only be done indirectly by looking at the 

water flux.  We could observe transfer of water across the membrane but it was difficult to see an actual decrease in 

flux over time. Both the unprocessed water from the Feed Bag and the processed water from the Draw Bag will be 

analyzed in order to determine the TOC rejection. This will happen when the complete test kit is returned to ground.   

 
Previous experiments have shown a reduction in flux across the membrane of up to 50% when used in space. 

These tests were performed to evaluate the effect of concentration polarization with another membrane type on STS-

135. Here a reduction in flux occurred due to operation in microgravity. However, the water flux results from these 

tests showed that the CP effect in microgravity might have less influence than expected. The water flux of the flight 

experiments ranged from 0.7 LMH to 2.3 LMH. The average flux of the ground tests was 0.76 ± 0.06 LMH. The 

flux during the original NASA testing was 0.73 ± 0.06 LMH
4
. 

   

VI. Conclusion 

The first Aquaporin in-flight experiments showed a difference between the best flight test compared to ground 

based data. However, taking all in-flight experiments into account there is a large deviation due primarily to one 

substantial outlier. This one outlier is numerically in agreement with the ground based test data points. There is no 

valid hypothesis for why the flux would be higher in microgravity. This leads one to theorize that perhaps the one 

outlying data point is correct and the other two are errors. However, the inconclusive rejection data does not help in 

clearing up this point. Therefore, the authors recommend a continuation of the project with the aim of improving and 

optimizing the experimental conditions. 

 
Additional work is needed to investigate why the flight flux rates are higher than the ground rates and what is the 

actual rejection of unwanted compounds. A follow on flight to resolve these experimental issues is warranted to 

fully validate the performance of the AIM in microgravity. In addition, the delay in returning the samples for 

chemical analysis has exceeded any acceptable standard calling into question the validity of any future results. Any 

follow on mission should refrigerate the samples to reduce the impact of any potential delays in return to Earth such 

as affected this experiment. 

 

The second flight test did demonstrate the function of the AIM test apparatus in microgravity. However, both 

tests suffered some small setbacks. During this first in-flight test, several factors were not controlled which makes a 
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conclusion difficult. We have seen a reduction in TOC and DMSD and we continuously see high rejection in ground 

tests. During the second test only one test system was used and thus the result can only be used as an indication but 

it did indicate that microgravity did not have the impact that was suspected.  

 

The two different flight experiments both suffered from a few setbacks. In order to optimize a possible future 

experiment, following suggestions could improve the outcome of the experiments. Store the samples in the ISS 

freezer to prevent bacterial growth. Use a better method of measuring the volumes. Use enhanced housings for the 

Aquaporin Inside
TM

 membrane to minimize the risk of leaking test system.  
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